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Registration Information
You are licensed to try SpellList and EditDictionary for thirty days free of charge, after 
which you must either register it or delete it.    The entire SpellList package costs only $20,
and is available from 

Tim Rohrer
1234 E. Silver Street
Tucson AZ 85719

For your twenty dollars you will receive a disk with a current, updated version of the 
software without registration reminders and a clear conscience.    For quantity pricing you 
may inquire at the address above or contact me via e-mail at "rohrer@ai.mit.edu" on the 
internet.

Software License agreement
You are encouraged to freely copy and distribute the unregistered version of this software 
provided it remains unmodified, complete in its original form, and no fee (other than a 
nominal copying fee) is charged for this software.    You may not make any changes or 
modifications to the software, and you may not decompile, disassemble or in any way 
reverse engineer the software.    This software is provided "as is" without warranties of any 
type, and the responsibility lies entirely with the user to determine its fitness for a 
particular purpose. Program author shall not in any case be liable for special, incidental, 
consequential, indirect or other similar damages arising from any use of this software.    
Some states may not allow these limits on warranties, so these limitations may not apply to
you.    In no case shall the Program Author's liability exceed the license fees paid by you to 
Program Author for the right to use the Licensed Software.

Use, duplication, or disclosure by the U.S. Government of the computer software and 
documentation in this package shall be subject to the restricted rights applicable to 
commercial computer software as set forth in subdivision (b) (3) (ii) of the Rights in 
Technical Data and Computer Software clause at 252.227-7013    (DFARS 52.227-7013). The
contractor/manufacturer is Tim Rohrer.    This constitutes the entire agreement and 
understanding between the parties and supersedes any prior agreement or understanding 
whether oral or written and may only be modified in writing.    Inventions in this program 
may also be protected by U.S. patent law.    All patent rights also reserved to author.

Should you decide not to register this software, it must be removed from your 
computer system, although you may retain a copy of the original compressed form and 
distribute it to other users.
Note:
SpellList and EditDictionary are polite and will remind you ONLY once every four times 
you use it that you have not registered itfor the first thirty days.    After that, the programs 
will become increasingly recalcitrant.    Please register and support the shareware concept.



About SpellList
SpellList is an enhancement to and replacement for the Word For Windows spelling 
checker user interface.    It is copyright (c) 1994 by Tim Rohrer.    It is distributed "as-is" as 
shareware with a thirty day trial license.    Portions may be copyright Microsoft Corporation.  
Word for Windows is a trademark owned by Microsoft.
Bug reports, comments and registrations are encouraged and welcomed.    My e-mail 
address is "rohrer@ai.mit.edu" and snail mail reaches me at Tim Rohrer, 1234 E. Silver St., 
Tucson AZ    85719.    Please no phone calls at this time.    When reporting a bug please 
provide as much information as possible.
Related Topics
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Overview of SpellList
SpellList is a replacement macro for the Word for Windows spell checker which works on a 
principle I call suspect word checking.    Instead of constantly presenting you with just one 
word to check and pressuring you to make the decision on the spot, SpellList finds all the 
suspect words in your document and lets you work with the entire list of suspects at once.   
You can print the list of suspect words and look it over at your leisureafter all, many of us 
can tell better when a printed word is spelled correctly than just another word on the 
screen we stare at all day.    If you like, you can check the spelling of a particular word in 
context, just as the Word spelling checker does.    Or you can make a repeated word search 
to catch those typos like "the the."    And when you are done you can save the listremoving 
any words which are misspelled first, of courseas a custom dictionary.    If you goof and 
leave a misspelled word in the list, just use the accompanying Edit Dictionary macro to 
clean up the dictionary.
If you use numerous proper names or unusual words, suspect word checking will take the 
stress out of spell-checking your documentno more snap decisions.    On a long document it 
may take the SpellList macro a minute or two to build the list.    Why not relax and go get 
a cup of coffee or tea or even a pint of beer?    When you come back, you can print the list 
of suspect words and look it over while you sip your drink, check off which ones are really 
misspelled, look at any uncertain ones in context and then make a custom dictionary with 
the correctly spelled words that Word's spell checker didn't know.
SpellList can be started by choosing SpellListMenu from the Edit menu or by choosing 
ToolsMacro, highlighting SpellListMenu, and then choosing Run. 



Using Custom Dictionaries with SpellList
When you start the macro, SpellList asks what dictionaries you would like to use in 
checking your document.    You may use a maximum of three custom dictionaries, as 
SpellList uses one of the four provided by Word for Windows.    This dialog box presents 
you with three options, or you may cancel.    The current dictionaries currently selected 
appears at bottom right.
The first button, Use None, will check your document using only the built-in dictionaries 
supplied with Word for Windows.    This option is particularly useful because the resulting 
list will give you every possible suspect word.    It's recommended that you print this list.    If
there are any errors in your custom dictionaries or any typos which happened to match a 
custom dictionary word, this option will catch it.    It gives you the most complete 
opportunity to proof your document.
The second button, Use Current, is provided for repeated edits nearing the final draft.    
When you spell check a document repeatedly custom dictionaries make a lot more 
senseyou don't have look through the same list of already checked words again.    Choosing 
this button uses the three dictionaries listed at the bottom right.
The third button, Use Other, is provided to change the current dictionaries.    It invokes the
Word for Windows command ToolsOptionsSpelling, lets you adjust the dictionary selection, 
and then returns you to the Which Dictionaries dialog box.    When the dictionaries are 
listed, hit the Use Current button to proceed.



Print SpellList
The Print List button prints a list of suspect words to the current printer.    Make sure your 
printer is properly set up before choosing this option.    The printed list is often easier to 
read and less stress-inducing than trying to correct words on the screen.    The list is 
formatted in multiple columns to reduce paper waste on long lists of words.



Repeated Word Search
When SpellList builds its list of suspect words, it omits a very important function of the 
built in spelling checkerchecking for repeated word typos such as "the the."    Choose the 
Repeated Words button to do a search for this kind of typo on the document.    This 
command uses the built-in spelling checker controls.
If you attempt to exit SpellList without performing a Repeated Word search, Spell List will 
remind you that the possibility of such typos still exists.



Give Context
To use the Give Context button you must first select a suspect word from the list.    
SpellList will then give you the context of the suspect word, suggestions to replace it, and 
allow to you ignore, change, or change all occurrences of the word in the document.    
Choosing ignore or change will bring you to the next occurrence of the word.
If a dialog box asking you to search again from the beginning of the document should 
appear, check no.    Selecting Yes merely causes SpellList to attempt to find the suspect 
word again.
The word you may have changed or corrected remains in the list of suspect words.    If it 
was misspelled, use the Remove Words button remove it from the list of suspect words 
before making a document dictionary.
You may exit this dialog box at any time.



Remove Word
The Remove Word button is provided to remove words which are definitely misspelled, 
have been changed using the Give Context button, or you would simply like to be 
reminded you are using.    Use this button to remove such words before saving the list of 
suspect words as a dictionary using the Make Dictionary button.    You may also use 
EditDictionary to remove words from a dictionary once it has already been saved.



Make Dictionary
The Make Dictionary button saves the current list of suspect words to a document 
dictionary.    The document dictionary has the same filename as the current document 
followed by the ".DIC" dictionary extension.    Be sure to use the Remove Words button to 
remove any misspelled words from the suspect word list before choosing this option.    Use 
EditDictionary to remove words, add words or edit words from a document dictionary.



SpellList Simple
SpellListSimple is a simplified version of the SpellList macro which will make a list of all 
suspect words using no custom dictionaries at all and then print them to the printer.    It 
operates just as SpellList would if you chose the Use None button when SpellList asks 
which dictionaries to use, next hit the Print List button, and then exited the program.
SpellListSimple can be started by choosing SpellListSimple from the Edit menu or by 
choosing ToolsMacro, highlighting SpellListSimple, and then choosing Run. 



About Edit Dictionary
EditDictionary is a convenient and menu-driven method of editing Word for Windows 
custom dictionaries.    It is copyright (c) 1994 by Tim Rohrer.    It is distributed "as-is" as 
shareware with a thirty day trial license.    Portions may be copyright by Microsoft 
corporation.    Word for Windows is a trademark owned by Microsoft.
Bug reports, comments and registrations are encouraged and welcomed.    My e-mail 
address is "rohrer@ai.mit.edu" and snail mail reaches me at Tim Rohrer, 1234 E. Silver St., 
Tucson AZ    85719.    Please no phone calls at this time.    Please provide as much 
information as possible when reporting a bug.
Related Topics
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Overview of Edit Dictionary
EditDictionary is a convenient and interactive method to add, remove, or edit words in a 
custom dictionary.    Additionally, you may print out the custom dictionary, or you may 
combine two or more custom dictionaries using the merge command.    EditDictionary will
edit dictionaries up to 512 words in length and up to 64 different dictionaries.    All custom 
dictionaries are expected to be in the Word's home directory (e.g. "C:\WINWORD").    While 
it's not quite as fast as editing dictionary files as text files in Word for Windows, 
EditDictionary makes the job of maintaining custom dictionaries much easier!
EditDictionary can be started by choosing EditDictionary from the Edit menu or by 
choosing ToolsMacro, highlighting EditDictionary, and then choosing Run. 



Get Dictionary
The GetDictionary button loads a custom dictionary into memory for editing.    This step 
must be done before any words can be added, removed, or edited.    The list of dictionaries 
are those found in the Word for Windows home directory.
Additionally, this command can be used to abandon unsaved changes made to a dictionary 
should you decide you have made a mistake in editing the dictionary.
To create a new, empty dictionary for use with EditDictionary, you must use Word's 
ToolsOptionsSpelling command.    For more information, choose help from Word For 
Windows and search for "custom dictionaries," then show the relevant topics and go to 
"Creating a new custom dictionary."    When you load the newly created dictionary with the 
Get Dictionary button, the dictionary will be empty.    You may then use the Merge 
Dictionary button to add words to the new dictionary.



Print Dictionary
The Print Dictionary command prints the dictionary to the current printer.    The list of 
words may then be reviewed to check for any erroneous words.    Make sure your printer is 
on and supplied with paper before choosing this command.    The list of words is formatted 
in multiple columns to save paper.



Remove Word
The Remove Word button removes a word from the dictionary.    Select the word to be 
removed from the list of words in the box on the right, and then choose the Remove Word
button.



Add Word
The Add Word button adds a word to the dictionary.    Added words are placed at the end 
of the list of words and no attempt is made to check for duplicates.    The next time you add
a word to the dictionary using the Word for Windows spelling checker the words will be 
sorted and duplicates discarded.



Edit Word
The Edit Word button may be used to correct misspelled words which have found their 
way into a spelling dictionary.    Select the word to be edited from the list of words in the 
box on the right, and then choose the Edit Word button.    The edited word appears in the 
same position on the list.



Merge Dictionary
The Merge Dictionary button is provided to combine two or more dictionaries into one.    
To combine dictionaries:    The dictionary you select using this command is merged into the 
currently opened one.    You may not choose merge dictionaries before one is being edited.

1. Use the Get Dictionary button to open the dictionary you wish to add to.
2. Use the Merge Dictionary button to add a different dictionary's contents to the first.
3. Make any editing changes you wish to the merged dictionary.    You may also use the 
Merge Dictionary button again to add more words to the current dictionary.
4. Save the dictionary.    It will have the same name as the dictionary you originally 
opened.

Added words are placed at the end of the list of words and no attempt is made to check for 
duplicates.    The next time you add a word to the dictionary using the Word for Windows 
spelling checker the words will be sorted and duplicates discarded.
To merge several directories into a new dictionary, you must first create and load an empty 
dictionary with the name you wish to use.    Then use Get Dictionary to load the empty 
dictionary, and then use merge dictionary to add words to the new dictionary.    See help on 
the GetDictionary command for more details on how to create a new dictionary.



Save Dictionary
The Save Dictionary button saves the dictionary to disk under the same name.    If you do 
not save before exiting or before trying to open another dictionary to edit, EditDictionary 
will warn you.    You may choose to continue and abandon any unsaved changes.




